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OH BLIMEY, SO IT HAS COME TO THIS END, MY FELLOW CITIZENS?
THIS IS A VERY SAD GOOD-BYE TO ALL, TILL WE MEET AGAIN!
I have learned silence from the talkative, tolerance from the tolerant, and kindness from
the unkind; yet, strange, I am ungrateful to those teachers. - “Khalil Gibran”.
The most harmful and evil of all human beings are jealousy, lies, malicious gossips and
hatred. Therefore, the purpose my criticism of wrong doers was not to destroy the
confidence, self-image of anyone who was bad but it was to build on in the future.
Dear Brothers, sisters and all my opponents. It has been a complete joy for me to communicate with
some of you and to entertain you too, for several months. I am a proud citizen to number myself as one
of opposition supporters despite my sad observations and reservations. Nevertheless, I am sorry to say
that my wishes of neither uniting all of us in this mini-forum list against our enemies inside this miniforum forum and on Ethiopians Forum are not granted nor my strong fight for the voiceless were
recognized or appreciated at all by most. I don’t believe in fairy tales and also mingling with enemies like
those I always bombarded continuously. And of course not in politics where at least you know who’s
fighting whom? And certainly not in the kind of rotten politics where you don’t know who is loyal and who
is not as we witnessed on this mini-forum alone. Therefore, I am not liable to face any more hostility to
my straightforwardness, truthfulness, courage and hard work in producing messages and articles. My
directive-ness, clarity and truthfulness will shine and undimmed from my prose no matter what few think.
Now, I have decided to stand aside before a stranger’s clamours paralysed my life or slaughter me. But
I can assure you that; I will take the fight out of this mini-forum and do it in the open elsewhere till death.
You all know how I was forced to dig deep into my reserves of courage to say and tell the truth on this,
Ethiopians forum and all Ethiopian Websites. It is an understandable instinct in the heat of controversy,
to keep one’s head down in the hope of easing some civilized resolution. But we are not dealing with
controversy here but about us Ethiopians, the problems and the future of Ethiopia. Hence the silence
and lack of co-operation of most of the members on this mini-forum and elsewhere serves only to give
an unfortunate impression of a forum infested by some bigots of EDP, AEUP and TPLF sympathizers. As
a result too, we seem to be all over the road in politics, our struggle and our two tires are blown now by
few enemies we failed to silence. To make the matter worse too, most of you continued to debate with
enemies that ridiculed and insulted you daily and advocated the slaughtering of all opposition and the
oppressed than discussing with me and or at least discussing with one another as THM, Yared and
Kelemu did in support of each other. Hence we are struggling to regain control over our own misguided
activities in the west hopelessly divided and at loggerheads forgetting that our unity and fighting are
needed to liberate our oppressed people and save our country from further destruction. It is shame that
we could not even manage or control one tiny forum but longing to administer Greater Ethiopia in future.
Therefore, if Ethiopian enemies keep on participating and even intruding on our discussions here, take
all what we discussed and forward it to websites for whatever reason and use it to defame individuals,
the opposition parties and their power hungry support committee members we must have been
hopelessly weak. And if some of you also are afraid of fighting one or two silly and weak webmasters
like me, how can you lot fight Meles with his thousands of guns and ruthless soldiers? There has been a
grave failure not to take actions about the so-called moderators, the opposition parties and most of all
about the screening of this Ethiopians Forum. This is a depressing moment for the integrity of Ethiopian
politics. We simply are not hungry enough to fight and win over our bad enemies and save our country.
Therefore, I am convinced that, unless God, somehow, intervenes in our situation be it with individuals,
political parties, website editors and the likes, we are all heading towards another general election loses
and moreover too, tragic ends. Take another example. In the last few weeks, I had the sense that there
were some bitchy indirect comments about me too on this forum using statements, and also direct to my
email box from some good-for-nothing and power hopefuls. These are the sorts of people who always
pretend to make themselves busy at committees and on the Internet and look for all sorts of motives, all
sorts of conspiracy theories whether they are political, financial, sexual or whatever they wanted just to
destroy individuals’ good reputation to suit their dubious & devious purposes to no avail. Unfortunately,
all party leaders seem to like these kinds of “Adir-By, Achebchabi, Asmesay and very useless morons.
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That is why we always proudly talk about our over three thousand years history of freedom but done
virtually nothing to be proud of as an ancient nation. We could not even be strongly united and install
democracy. Very small countries like Holland who has only hundred years or so since birth has done
much more and better in everything than Ethiopia. Today, Ethiopia buys most of her electrical goods like
that of Philips brands from this small and young country. When will we learn from our weaknesses?
Next, we may wait and start buying from Eritrea as well: the future Singapore of Africa. Therefore, I
honestly thought most of you have got to listen to my genuine criticisms, but it seems to me that if you
got too upset by what I said and called it trash as Eyasu and few remarked to express their boredom
that I sacrificed for the sake of our unity and strength and Ethiopia all the time against cadres and evil
doers, it would prevent you actually doing the good job for the just cause. Can this be purely because
my politics do not suit what you all stand for or I did not agree with you lot the wait and see attitude
about our enemies? Oh no, it was only because everyone was taking them as personal attack up on
them by pretending to look a patriot and strong supporters of some of the opposition parties but doing
nothing than the rest of us. Many are jealous of my actions and patriotism too. That is one of our sick
cultures and our mentality in Ethiopian politics. It was enough too, to make my blood run cold in the past
few months. It is only about wrong attitude, heart and understanding and, yes, let’s return to those old
fashioned words once again “honour and decency don’t change”. You either have them or you do not”.
Some people believe in nothing but power. They are in politics, though they have not studied Political
Science like some of us but only to line their pockets then retire in the west. These are the composite of
the glitz, the bullshit, the greed and the utter lies of our sick generation who had sold their souls for
peanuts. My message to all-ordinary supporters of opposition politicians and Ethiopians in general is to
fight back, don’t accept excrement hurled at you. Pick up and hurl it back at them. Tell the opposition
leaders, all pretenders what you felt and challenge them if and when necessary in a civilized manner. It
is no good ignoring mistakes and saying OK. We either reach an agreement and talk wholeheartedly as
one nation or go our separate ways and fight to eradicate dictatorship and its appeasers everywhere.
There is no need of quibbling all the time or saying Etye, Gashye and Ababye Erswo Endalut Yihun. For
your information, after I formed this mini-forum to discuss with you lot, my good wish was to paralyse
the Ethiopians Forum that is infested by TPLF cadres. Then, I was going to establish a bigger forum to
completely shut down the other forum that belonged to the likes of THM. To help that idea too, I made a
well-known, highly reputable and also matured Ethiopian journalist (Newspaper editor, TV and Radio
Broadcaster since the time of H.I.M Haileselassie’s rule and to date) join us. Unfortunately, this person
would be leaving with me today without saying a single word because of the very ugly political bickering
he/she has witnessed in the past few months. Sad, we lost to our enemies knowingly or unknowingly.
Comrades, I have proved without any doubt that I am a free thinker and a daredevil man willing to say
the unthinkable and things that many millions out there are scared or not willing to say on behalf of the
oppressed and our country’s problems. I am an independently minded person, just what our country
now needs. I do not lick opposition leaders boots to secure future position. I don’t need it. But I am
proud to number myself as one of Ethiopian patriots. But I am sorry to say that my wishes to unite
Ethiopians are not granted, my continuous supports for the parties are not recognized or appreciated by
the parties themselves. As a result, I made thousands of enemies fighting Ethiopian enemies and
wicked individuals alone. Despite the lack of support from opposition parties, websites and individuals, I
am happy because in politics they say, “you are judged by how many enemies you made than how
many friends you have”. In politics too, there are thousands of power hungry souls that hates you
because you have become threats for their future ambition. But you must know that you must be really
doing something good and something right for your country and the majority of your people” if and when
you are hated like me for doing good. That was and is enough reward for me. All opposition parties do
not like to work with people like me. They don’t like strong individuals and intellectuals who are able to
help and put them in the right direction and at the same time correct them when they go wrong.
Therefore, they only want to be surrounded by “yes sir, you are always right sir and you are an angel
sir” opportunist men and women of Ethiopia. Some even have people who blindly follow and worship
them like God. Imagine too, how many intellectuals, wise men and women of Ethiopia could be on this
forum alone? They are not participating because parties are always frightened of people who could
challenge them for positions or arguments hence they kept them in the dark systematically. I was and
have now come one of them for the second time & look how all websites reacted and joined horns too?
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On one hand though, I do really blame them for not coming out to the open bravely and fight for the
oppressed and against the knaves who are still fighting to rule our country like me. On the other hand, I
cannot blame them because they may have ended up against the wall and against all enemies. Getting
rid of murderous barbarous, genocidal regime like TPLF and its leader takes toughness, resilience, unity
and courage not ignoring and fighting each other. Silence will be just as bad and as telling as well.
Schism, malicious gossip, character assassination and backbiting have become our culture. There is a
great deal to be said about the hypocrites particularly for democracy. If the secrets of all our heart were
divided, who may abide it? We are divided terribly and ruthlessly on most issues. We have an immature
attitude to politics and the struggle too. We may be right at times but possibly unwise on many things.
Therefore, we are in another dilemma, which only All Mighty God can only solve it. Even if we manage
to get rid of the present dictators and traitors by miracle, it will be as Ethiopian university students once
said, “Gulcha Beqeyayer Wot Ayataftm”. I think I better go back to Ethiopian church and pray to God for
his salvation and mercy up on us all. We need it & above all, save our country from further destruction.
The so-called Ethiopians Forum controlled by Dawit Kebede & Co; (new TPLF recruit), considering
Medrek’s popularity is very weak, boring and unfriendly. Despite all the appeals we made on this forum,
TPLF members and supporters have always controlled this forum systematically. We were all very weak
and divided. The recent episode is one of the evidences. Surprisingly, not a single person dared to say
anything about it. Hence it cannot in my judgment, fall any lower. Hence I lost the love and confidence
of staying on the forum as well as on the mini-forum I formed to continue to talk to myself like a mad
person while most of you give more attention to THM and other enemies and not ever bothered to say a
thing or thanks to any of my posts and response to some of you that were admired. Most of you are
weak creatures who prefer to appease our enemies than supporting your friends in the struggle. I guess
I am grown exasperated at non-participation and lack of action of some members against Ethiopian
enemies who have swamped this forum. Most of opposition supporters in the Diaspora wrecked new
political culture. They are not brave enough at all. They are completely visionless, they don’t know about
the problems that our country faced and they don’t care too. These are without any political principles,
courage and love of our mother country at all but intent only on climbing the power ladder at all cost or
hears daily gossips. Some so-called pro-democracy website editors are here to weaken our struggle
and they are proving it in the open. What a shame? What a curse too? Simply, the way we are acting
and behaving if and when we are in some kind of position be in committees, parties or government
shows what kind of trouble democracy have in our country and how backward we really are. These are
the kinds of people who created an atmosphere of mistrust, recrimination and petty vindictiveness. They
may be giving a dime or two using the Internet or public gatherings to the Medrek but are a menace to
our country and society. They will be named and shamed if they continue to behave like these in future.
What is the use of me staying here and lecturing all sorts of subjects and advocating unity in this forum
at all? Who would be listening really? The damage these people are doing to themselves personally is
one thing: the damage their behaviours and activities does to opposition party leaders and the parties in
general is quite another. In my humble opinion their strange position has now become untenable by any
respectable standards. Therefore, I fear we have not seen the worst of it yet and when the leaders find
out in future, it will certainly be too late. In the mean time, the parties will keep them in their places by
cronyism and sycophancy, not by worth. Hence when the opposition leaders come to the west, they will
perform all types of Maringe Chachas and Dankiras to look kind, genuine, hard working, professionals
and patriots to the extent of throwing lunch and dinner parties to buy their friendship. They may fool the
leaders too for a while but they will not have smooth ridding to power if they don’t behave like future
good leaders. Believe me, they will be caught red-handed in a very near future or we will expose them
when the time arrives. Therefore, I feel it is unfair to accuse me on the basis of my being open, truthful,
and strong fighter. Otherwise some of you might as well accuse “a Director of a Knife Manufacturer of
murder”. Whatever you felt about me, you must now agree with me at least that for the sake of the
majority on this forum (whether you are all opposition supporters or not) that I should stop to participate
in future discussions and leave the forum altogether for good. I rather concentrate on producing books
than wasting my time writing articles for nothing. But I assure you that I will continue to support the
opposition, show courage, flair and panache, and will keep on fighting Ethiopian enemies wherever they
are including those who may be bad obstacles for our just struggles on this forum, websites, support
committees & elsewhere and fully engage myself in all battles without declaring any human’s blood war.
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As some of you noticed too, I am a decent and straightforward Ethiopian who is renowned to have a
heart of Gold by friends and relatives. I do not tolerate lies and hate but love, truthfulness and unity. I
am the softest, meekest, gentlest and of course a guy with plenty of sense of humour too. But I am firm
if and when necessary. Therefore, it is particularly cruel experience and a high price to pay for using
pen names to debate and publish articles when the moderators and most biased websites refused to
kindly co-operate with me for no reason whatsoever. Being in the public eye and at the same time when
the public fails to recognize and appreciate your contribution and further see you, as an enemy is not
fair at all. The injustice of it made me seethe. Without some friends and supporters on this forum and
elsewhere like Mr Obang Metho whom I never mate to date, this ongoing nightmare would have been
unbearable. They kept me alive and kicking. Therefore, I owe them everything and thank them from the
bottom of my heart. Thank you very much brothers and sisters. May God bless you all for your kindness
to me and the encouragements and good wishes for your Ethiopian people at large and your beloved
county Ethiopia? I am crystal clear about what I will be doing next. As you all know I have been fighting
our corner and played bigger roles as self appointed public relations officer and voice for the voiceless.
As a result, I even got attacked many times by UDJP/Medrek opponents and Meles supporters on the
forum and elsewhere. Unfortunately, Medrek leaders may not know these or does not give huts at all.
More or less, I will certainly continue to support UDJP/Medrek as much as I can no matter what but will
not be afraid to speak out or criticize UDJP/Medrek too, if and when necessary. As you are all aware too,
I am a seasoned politician and a freethinker with a license to thrill and tell the truth as it is, even if I get
into trouble. Poor website editors like Abebe Gelaw of Addis Voice, Samson Asfaw of Quatero,
Eskeatnaf of EthioGuardian and the nameless and dodgy EthioSun editor made unpleasant ride against
me too but not really new thing for us all and challenging thing to me. All of them got defeated with facts
and evidences, as you all have witnessed. Their act was “a shameful & childish cry for milk appeal”.
Furthermore, it was the act of “a relic of a bygone age”. What do we expect from those uneducated and
inexperienced young morons who seemed to have been born as wild as Gorillas in their village bushes
and brought up as untrained Guerrillas taking running website businesses (not journalism) as a
profession. I wonder too, if they really understood what I wrote to refuse posting it. What sad creatures
they are really? Why did they want me to be killed by TPLF thugs too, revealing my personal secrets and
illegally denying me to use my Doctor’s title because of their jealousy, when I am fighting for us under
difficult circumstances? I wouldn’t do that kind of evil thing at all to an enemy, let alone to my fellow
countrymen and women. They used defamatory allegations against me to cover their devious activities.
They are without any doubt enemies of Ethiopia in disguise in the past; Bandas like of them sold and
destroyed our country. Now, they are rubbing shoulders with you in your civic organizations, every kind
of clubs and gyms, communities, churches, restaurants, bars, discussion forums and political parties to
look patriots and to expand their private website businesses at a cost of oppressed Ethiopian lived back
home. Believe me, none of them care for Ethiopians and Ethiopia but may be their political idols like
Lidetu, Hailu, Birtukan etc…All are in our midst to only spy on all our activities and weaken our unity if
we don’t want to support their chosen idols as I experienced all the time in years. Are you all waiting
until they snatch away your wives, husbands and rape your children to achieve their devious political
ambition, which is to rob the entire nation and destroy your beloved country again? Get a life and be
Ethiopians. You only live once hence don’t be afraid of such silly monkeys and donkeys and even
death. “You better die on your feet than on your knees”. Mind you, today they proved you couldn’t even
control your discussion forum, publish your articles and tomorrow, they will be confident that you cannot
control your own home let alone your country. These are the kind of greedy morons too who strives to
rule over Ethiopia. They have betrayed their own regions and watched when Ethiopian territories are
sold. They are in daydreams still to loot and destroy what is left from TPLF. They are all children of the
dead Derg and dying TPLF. We must never let them do that anymore as long as we live on this cruel
earth. Never! Therefore, trust me, I will keep on humiliating and hitting our enemies hard and where it
hearts if and when I can. I will challenge them with my brains not bullets. I am found to be too tough to
be intimidated by the TPLF government and their rotten rats in the west let alone by these morons. I
have put them in their places with great humiliation from where they cannot recover. I have proved that
in the past to these monkeys who sold out their souls and will do it even harder in future. I will not let
them get away with murders. I will not let them murder my people, loot and destroy my country. Never!
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But I will not engage myself with personal grudges, petty and divisive politics like them. I am not a very
narrow-minded racist like them who call Ethiopians Baria if one is with dark skin, divisive if one speaks
and writes the truth, a Woyane if one criticises their favourite politician and a writer as most of the above
happened to me, OLF and TPLF member or sympathiser if one does not speak fluent Amharic. And if
one writer prefers one particular party than the website editors and forum moderators like most, you are
an enemy hence you should be systematically destroyed as all now tried to do to me as well. Sad, but I
will not wish to go down to their level. I am an Ethiopian patriot who is in a different class altogether.
Here is one big and mind-boggling story to let you see how ugly Ethiopian politics have become. When I
was an outspoken member of the Ethiopians Forum and rattled all TPLF cadres to the extent of driving
them out, Ato Dawit Kebede the Moderator, sided with Ethiopian enemies as he still does and created a
poll to get me voted out of the forum. Shame on him, but he could only get 3 votes against me out of
nearly a thousand members. Hence I had to gladly stay there with my popularity. But I had to leave with
disgust thereafter. Then, I rejoined the forum using a pen name after being urged by members and
when I started bashing enemies alike, Dawit Kebede the un-elected moderator, without any warning and
prior notice whatsoever, mysteriously and also undemocratically suspended or banned me altogether
restricting me only to read messages posted on the forum but not at all to be allowed to comment on
them. The same goes with the websites. About 8/9 websites were gladly posting my articles written in my
name but then it was only ECADF who was willing to post for the public and me. He too stopped posting.
As a result, I told the websites that I used Captain Woldemikael Dagnachew as a pen name to be able to
publish my articles thinking they would understand and appreciate my honesty and problems they gave
me. Unfortunately, that gave them an excuse to show their hatred and refuse my latest article I have
already sent you and admired by many. As you all now can see too, it was not my choice to use pen
names at all that millions also used everywhere including on all their websites and all discussion forums. I
did not hide it either? Although I was forced to do that, it was purely to help our people and country. And
for some of them to use this thing called pen name, as a big issue to attack and defame me was pure evil.

I hate such people who are evil by nature. Why do I hate such people, it is because I have no respect
for the way that some people are. I feel no love or kinship towards some of them. I don’t trust such
people. I don’t feel safe around such people too. In my short (or really long, depending on how you look
at it) time on this planet, I have seen and heard some of the most despicable and disgusting things
imaginable, and it is called “normal human behaviour.” It never ceases to amaze me the lengths that
most people will go just to gratify their egos and hurting their own flesh and blood citizens. People are
always up to something, always wanting something, always plotting something, pretending for devious
reasons, stealing, flirting, always hiding something and tells to many fabricated and mad-up utter lies
about people and all things for no reason or benefit whatsoever. I mean sure, of course, there are a few
good human beings in this world here and there at far stretches in between each other. But, for the most
part, it is just a vast, dark ocean of raw sewage with a few stars above it. So, I have come to the
conclusion that humans are just evil by nature. It doesn’t seem to be anybody’s fault, really? It is just the
way we are made. It is in our DNA. Consider this: The Nazi's believed that Jewish people were subhuman, vermin. Wouldn't you like to kill all the rats in the world? Even the gas they used was seen as a
humane way to kill them in comparison with rat poison. They didn't believe they themselves were evil,
they believed they were doing the human race a favour. The website editors and Dawit think the same.
To clarify a bit more about suck kind of human being’s hate, I personally do believe the Nazi's were evil.
I hate human who are killing each other for not "believing" what they do, or simply for the colour of their
skin and or power? And it will never change too, in this generation. Cant wait till the sun burns out;
hopefully the new species will be better than us. As a Senior Ethiopian Pilot: EAL Director once said of
me, I shouldn’t have been born in this century but the next one. He was right, if I could not fit in this very
cruel world. The fact of the matter is folks that we all come across “enemies” at some points. Sometimes
too, we make them and sometimes they make themselves for their own personal reasons. Bear that in
mind too, that we “make enemies”, in other words, right until the battle lines are drawn, you have a
chance to make them friends too, though it does not last for too long. One powerful method that I have
found, and probably the best one for dealing with such enemies is not always to act oblivious to their
actions and intentions and instead treat them as your best friends if at all possible until they fall on their
swords and always find something super positive in even the worst thing that your enemies have done.
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Finally, I would like to say this. As you all know well, I did political tap-dancing on Meles and the heads
of all our enemies on the Internet than the Legendary Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers on speed did in
Hollywood. I even did a smart political moon walking on Meles’s head his supporters many times over
and useless opposition political parties like Michael Jackson danced on stage when he sang “Billy Jean”
without me undergoing plastic surgery. I have produced more strong articles and critiques against the
regime, his cronies and other individuals and bad opposition party leaders than anyone to date. I mean
to say of course, I continuously and relentlessly did my bits strongly and courageously in a style for the
struggle as an Ethiopian patriot despite being labels with many horrible names and being attacked by
enemies for years. Surely, that was a lot for a one-man-band like me who lacked co-operation from my
own democratic people who openly claim to struggle for the liberation of Ethiopia and to free oppressed
Ethiopians. Unfortunately, everyone on this mini-forum and all websites too, now looked uncomfortable
because I guess; I outsmarted their favourites and friends in these forums, websites, studios and stages
of politics. My only problem was and is, I could not or will not stop myself from fighting for our mother
Ethiopia and oppressed Ethiopians. But and unfortunately, none of you were helping me or even dare to
say that tour distracters and enemies. Hence, I will carry on loving and remembering those who were
supporting me and also who would be my friends in the future just struggle as much as those who have
been (and remain at my heart) my enemies too. Like the river Mississippi too, I will roll on forever more!
I thank those who communicated with me on and off the forum to date as well. But I was not surprised
about the silence I too observed on this mini-forum. I was used to it hence was like talking to myself all
the time. And now, all would certainly understand more after reading this note and proving that nobody
responded to my many calls either for the sake of our unity and the struggle we all are in and to achieve
victory. I would also have a good reason to believe there has been some problem with the forum when
everyone failed to even acknowledge receiving my messages and articles that were too many. Any way,
from now on, I have decided not to participate in all debates and also send my future articles to this
mini-forum as I did in the past. This decision was taken months ago when I stopped participating on this
forum but lost interest altogether as times go by, and especially, after the many ugly campaigns were
carried out against me by few website editors or the bearers named on page 4 to recklessly destroy my
good name & integrity for nothing. Things got badly worse now, to let me make my final decision public.
Now it is important to forget me the real Dr G Bekele, Ato Gizachew Bekele for some to let my full name
and profile be known by TPLF to get me killed, Leikun for this mini-forum or Capt Woldemikael to publish
few articles without hurting no one at all. Yes, now let me be left in peace and continue to focus on what
we individually or as a group do best for UDJP/Medrek and our mother country Ethiopia. For your own
sake too, get rid of the enemy cockroaches, and wicked strangers in our midst here in the mini-forum
once and for all. Until this happens, I am leaving this forum and the realms of Who’s who and perhaps
for the obscurity of “who is he?” Our enemies and some weak Ethiopians on this forum and the websites
in a hurry may forget me. But I will be remembered by millions of Ethiopian patriots elsewhere for a very
long time for the good and brave things I did and the sacrifices I paid to contribute to the struggle in
good faith. Hence thanks Almighty God, Dr G Bekele walks off or is leaving you all with a modicum of
dignity and great pride in his soul but may return if and when the forum is free of cadres, strictly and
exclusively made for democratic Ethiopians of all tribes. Most of you will not miss me but may regret a
bit about your silence. Therefore, I wish all democratic opposition parties like the UDJP/Medrek and all
activists to be even more successful as “one” and the only democratic coalition in all-Ethiopian history.
Dear Ethiopian brothers and sisters, I would like to say to you all and to all other concerned Ethiopians,
please continue to support Medrek no matter what, to bring the dreamt about, believed to be a special
salvation, honourable and exemplary public realm of freedom to all peace, justice, democracy, unity and
national prosperity loving and oppressed Ethiopians. You are apparently attested and well accepted that
in your firm principle, use of critical reasoning, by your unwavering commitment to truth, love, respect of
your fellows, forgiveness and through the vivid example of your own lives, you are successful in setting
the standard for all who desperately look for strong unity and genuine opposition entities that could be
competent enough to get rid of the nasty TPLF/EPRDF ethnocentric regime. Some of you also are able
to bridge the gab between the two generations, all tribes’ and opposition parties who have stayed with
animosity for years. Let me take the liberty to use the popular phrase “I have a dream” so as to say that
you are all Ethiopian special candles to enlighten the dark road & reliable master keys to solve our long
standing problems. Keep this remarkable courage and well-founded wisdom up. I wish you all the best.
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That will suffice for now brethren, hence I say no more. Neger Bebeza, Be-ahya Ayichanm. Therefore,
there is only one-way to “jump the guns” that are aimed at Ethiopia and us and to save our beloved
country from those TPLF traitors who pretend to care for our nation and our sovereignty. That is …
“UNITY”
“Unity is the foundation up on which liberty is founded. Unity is a
characteristics feature of civilization. It fosters and facilitates the
acquisition of unity. Unity is life, and life flourishes in the environment
of liberty. Unity is power; power constrained by responsibility is unity.
Unity creates co-operation and common purpose in times of peace. In
times of war, it creates a just commitment and a sprit of sacrifice. In
the contest of unity, all individuals and groups are encouraged to
achieve goals of personal and national importance et cetera. UNITE!
But most Ethiopian politicians, many ordinary individuals, few intellectuals, most website editors,
discussion forum moderators and moderators, support committees do not believe in team work hence
they were and still are unable to do anything concrete to liberate Ethiopia and free the nation. And the
following example is the characteristics of the above weak people in general. God have mercy on us all!

TThheerree w
meedd
weerree ““ffoouurr”” ppeeooppllee nnaam

EEVVEERRYYBBOODDYY,, SSOOM
MEEBBOODDYY,, AANNYYBBOODDYY aanndd NNOOBBOODDYY
TThheerree wwaass aann iim
mppoorrttaanntt jjoobb ttoo bbee ddoonnee
AAnndd EEVVEERRYYBBOODDYY wwaass aasskkeedd ttoo ddoo iitt..

EEVVEERRYYBBOODDYY wwaass ssuurree SSOOM
MEEBBOODDYY wwoouulldd ddoo iitt..
AANNYYBBOODDYY ccoouulldd hhaavvee ddoonnee iitt,, bbuutt NNOOBBOODDYY ddiidd iitt..
SSOOM
MEEBBOODDYY ggoott aannggrryy wwiitthh tthhaatt,, bbeeccaauussee iitt wwaass EEVVEERRYYBBOODDYY’’ss jjoobb..
EEVVEERRYYBBOODDYY tthhoouugghhtt AANNYYBBOODDYY ccoouulldd ddoo iitt..
BBuutt NNOOBBOODDYY rreeaalliizzeedd tthhaatt EEVVEERRBBOODDYY wwoouullddnn’’tt ddoo iitt..
IItt eennddeedd uupp tthhaatt EEVVEERRYYBBOODDYY bbllaam
meedd SSOOM
MEEBBOODDYY..
W
Whheenn NNOOBBOODDYY ddiidd wwhhaatt AANNYYBBOODDYY ccoouulldd hhaavvee ddoonnee..

Liberty begins with the right to seek and speak the truth. Therefore, be as shrewd as a snake if and
when necessary too, and moreover very innocent as a dove not to tell lies. Hope I have helped a little.

M
Myy E
Etthhiiooppiiaann B
Brreetthhrreenn,, M
Maayy II tthheerreeffoorree hhaavvee tthhee ooppppoorrttuunniittyy ttoo ssaayy ttoo yyoouu tthhaatt
““N
Noott oonnllyy aass aa ssyym
mbbooll ooff yyoouurr ppeeooppllee aanndd tthheeiirr ggrreeaattnneessss,, bbuutt aass tthhee vvooiiccee ffoorr
tthhee iinnvviinncciibbllee aanndd uunnccoom
mpprroom
miissiinngg ccoonnsscciieennccee ooff tthhee hhuum
maann rraaccee aatt aa ttiim
mee ooff
ddaannggeerr ttoo tthhee ddiiggnniittyy ooff m
maann,, ccrreeaatteedd iinn tthhee iim
maaggee ooff G
Goodd.. IItt w
waass nnoott oonnllyy tthhee
lliibbeerrttyy aanndd hhoonnoouurr ooff yyoouurr ppeeooppllee tthhaatt yyoouu aarree ttrryyiinngg ttoo ssaavvee,, yyoouurr w
woorrddss aanndd
yyoouurr ddeeeeddss aarree iinnddeelliibbllyy w
i
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will be engraved in the annals of humanity. G
Goooddd B
Bllleeessssss!!!

H
Haappppyy tthhee ppeeooppllee tthhaatt hhaass pprroodduucceedd ssuucchh ssoonnss aanndd ddaauugghhtteerrss!!!!
May God help us all? May God Bless Ethiopia that produced many brave patriots. Good Bye all!

God Willing, We Shall Overcome Soon or Later. Yes We Can, If Only We Love One
Another, Are Also United As One Nation To Fight And Defeat Ethiopian Enemies!!
LONG LIVE MOTHER ETHIOPIA. BE UNITED AND COUNTED. WITHOUT UNITY, NO VICTORY!!
Respectfully,
Dr G Bekele
PS: My Contact Email Address is: teferi_7@hotmail.com. All friends & supporters can contact me direct.

